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Psychiatric Assessment Order Checklist (attach to Form 48) 

NOTE: This form is NOT intended to be used to request: (a) a FACS assessment for sentencing purposes; or (b) a brief 
remand for the accused to be seen by a doctor to assess whether grounds exist to make an assessment order, whereby 
the remand to ERC warrant will be marked ‘MX’. 

Accused Information 

 

Name (last, first, middle):   

 

 

Offence(s): 
 
 

 

Defence counsel:   

 

Interpreter required: No             Yes             (Language:       ) 

Purpose of the Assessment Order (mark applicable box) 

      Whether the accused is unfit to stand trial [s. 672.11(a) CC] 

      Whether the accused was, at the time of the commission of the offence(s), suffering from a mental 
disorder so as to be exempt from criminal responsibility [s. 672.11(b) CC] 

      Where the accused is charged with an offence arising out of the death of her newly born child, whether 
the balance of her mind was disturbed at the time of the alleged offence [s. 672.11(c) CC] 

      If the accused has been found unfit or not criminally responsible, the appropriate disposition pursuant to 
ss. 672.54 or 672.58 CC 

      Whether a finding that the accused is a high risk accused should be revoked under s. 672.84(3) CC 

      If an accused has been found unfit, whether the court should order a stay of proceedings under S. 
672.851 CC 

 

Number of days (including travelling time):            

 For fitness: 5 days limit without consent; 30 days with consent. 

 For all orders: 30 days; 60 days only in compelling circumstances; no more than 60 days cumulatively (s. 672.14 
CC) 

 

During Assessment 

 
      Accused is out of custody: assessment to take place at FACS (10225-106 Street, Edmonton) or where 

otherwise directed by the Northern Alberta Forensic Psychiatric Services. 

Accused’s mailing address and phone:    

               

 
      Accused is in custody: assessment to be done by Northern Alberta Forensic Psychiatric Services at the 

location deemed most suitable by the assessing psychiatrist(s). 
 
Required additional information to be sent to assessing psychiatrist:  

 Agreed Statement of Facts or Circumstances 
 Criminal Record 

 
Next court date and location:             


